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Optical third-harmonic generation in polyacetylene
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Third-harmonic generation experiments have been performed on fully oriented crystalline trans-

(CH), at two laser wavelengths: 1.064 and 1.907 pm. Theoretical analysis of third-harmonic gen-
eration in a semiconductor slab is presented which allows the extraction of the electronic third-
order susceptibility from the experiments. A simple method was used for the elimination of envi-

ronmental eff'ects on the measurements. The third-order susceptibilities obtained are

Iy,"„'„„( c,oc,oc)oI~=, O64„~=(9+4)X10 esu and Iy'„",„„(co,co, to)IQ —] 9o7 p
=(1.7+0.7)X10 ' esu,

representing exceptionally high values compared to other organic and inorganic semiconductors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fast-growing field of applications of ultrashort
light pulses has resulted in great interest in materials hav-
ing large third-order nonlinear optical coefficients com-
bined with a fast response time. The general nonlinear
polarization of a solid-state material arises from the dis-
tortion of the nuclear framework and the nonlinear elec-
tric response. Whereas the response time of the lattice
distortional motion is of the order of tens of fem-
toseconds, the electric contribution can oscillate at opti-
cal frequencies, and therefore may be considered essen-
tially instantaneous in the entire ultrashort time domain.
The most straightforward way to determine experimen-
tally the fast electronic response is optical harmonic gen-
eration.

The dominant contribution to the polarizability of an
electronic system comes quite generally from the elec-
trons in the highest energy levels; the more weakly elec-
trons are bound, the more sensitive they are to perturba-
tions produced by the electromagnetic field. These con-

siderations are clearly mirrored by the fact that semicon-
ductors have nonlinear coefficients by orders of magni-
tude larger than insulators (Table I). For the same
reason, one anticipates a considerable enhancement of the
nonhnearity of unsaturated organic molecules (caused by
the weakly bound, highly delocalized rr electrons) com-
pared to that of the corresponding saturated molecules.
Increasing the size of the molecules, the ~ electron delo-
calization can get even more pronounced, resulting in
further enhancement of the nonlinear coefficients. These
ideas have been discussed theoretically and demonstrated
experimentally by Ducuing and co-workers. ' To yield
large nonlinear polarizations as many molecules as possi-
ble should be packed into a unit volume. This condition
is only compatible with the above one if the size of the
molecules is only large in one direction but small in the
other two dimensions. Conjugated polymers, often re-
ferred to as one-dimensional (lD) organic semiconductors
have all these required properties. Therefore, one expects
that a medium consisting of conjugated polymer chains
oriented parallel to each other will show strong optical

TABLE I. Optical constants of some organic and inorganic crystals. All g' ' values have been mea-
sured in the optical gap.

Substance (eV)

Quartz
iB-BaB,O4
GaAs
Si
Ge
Polydiacetylene (PTS)
Polyacetylene (trans)

'Reference 20.
Reference 30.

'Reference 31.
Reference 5.

10
6.8
1.4
1.1
0.68
2.0
1.5

3.8 X 10
2.3 x10-"
4.8X 10
2.4X 10
4.Ox1O-"
8.Sx1O "
1.7X10 '

3 2'
6.0
1.2'
0.5'
2.0'

S.1x1O'4
390
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nonlinearity. The highest chain density can be produced
in the solid phase. Following the above ideas, third-
harmonic generation (THCi) measurements on bulk
polydiacetylene, which was the first one-dimensional or-
ganic semiconductor crystal, have yielded very large
values of the electronic g' ' comparable to those of inor-
ganic semiconductors ( —10 ' esu).

In recent years much interest has been focused on
polyacetylene (CH)„, which is the most simple conjugat-
ed polymer and thus is referred to as the prototype 1D
organic semiconductor (Fig. 1). For a long time (CH)
samples have almost exclusively been prepared by the so-
called Shirakawa technique. Such samples show neither
single crystal nor polycrystalline morphology but consist
of irregularly arranged partially crystalline fibers, and
contain considerable amounts of empty space between
them. Such a complex morphology caused a variety of
problems in both what concerns the measurement of the
optical properties and also their physical interpretation.
With respect to the nonlinear properties the orientational
averaging as well as the low density significantly reduce
the third-order susceptibility. Nevertheless, recent THG
measurements ' on (CH)„samples of this kind gave y' '

values in excess of 10 ' esu. These results suggest a
very large intrinsic electronic nonlinearity of the polyace-
tylene chains.

Recently, one of us (G.L.) has succeeded in developing
a method to prepare fully oriented crystalline polyace-
tylene, utilizing a precursor polymer which is converted
to polyacetylene under applied stress. '

100%%uo trans-
(CH )„ films can be obtained in this way with thicknesses
ranging from about 0.2 pm up to several micrometers.
The material exhibits a compact, nonfibrous, dense mor-
phology and smooth surfaces as revealed by scanning
electron microscopy. The bulk density has a value of 1.1
g/cm, which is close to the theoretical x-ray density of
1.2 g/cm, and about a factor of 3 higher than the density
of (CH)„ films prepared by the Shirakawa method. X-ray
diffraction and high-energy electron difFraction measure-
ments evidence a nearly perfect alignment of the polymer
chains parallel to the stretching direction. The unit cell
was found to be mon oclinic with the space group
P2, /a. " The homogeneous bulk and the high quality
surfaces allowed reliable determination of the linear an-
isotropic optical constants of the material by polarized

X

optical refIectivity measurements. ' This is indispensable
for the evaluation of nonlinear optical measurements.

We carried out THG measurements on such crystalline
trans-(CH), samples for the first time. Care has to be
taken when evaluating the measured data. In general, in
a plane-parallel slab the refIected as well as the forward
propagating fundamental waves generate nonlinear polar-
ization. Whereas in insulating optical crystals the disper-
sion of the linear optical constants is usually small and
thus, as we shall see in Sec. II, the contribution to the
nonlinear polarization generated by the rejected funda-
mental can be neglected; this is not the case in semicon-
ductors. The large values of the linear optical constants
and their characteristic strong dispersion around the gap
may lead to an uncommon situation in semiconductors:
two or more harmonic waves with different wave vectors
but the same frequency resulting from the mixing of the
forward propagating and refIected fundamental waves
may have amplitudes of the same order of magnitude.
The transmitted and refiected third-harmonic (TH)
waves, which can be detected result from the interference
of these waves.

In Sec. II, recalling some fundamental equations
describing harmonic wave generation and propagation in
a nonlinear medium, we will discuss optical third-
harmonic generation in a semiconductor slab in detail.
The experimental design for measurement of the third-
order susceptibility of a thin semiconductor sample is de-
scribed in Sec. III. In Sec. IV the experimental results
are presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Sec. V.

II. THEORY

Optical wave propagation in the nonlinear (NL) media
has been described by Bloembergen et ah. ' ' Waves at
the third-harmonic frequency are governed by the equa-
tion

477 ~ PNL

c2 cjt2

In the small conversion approximation the fundamental
waves obey the homogeneous wave equation, and the
source term in Eq. (1) is determined by the fundamental
waves, which are unaffected by the nonlinear polariza-
tion.

For the present problem, we restrict ourselves to the
special case of third-harmonic generation in a nonlinear
slab when all the electric field strengths are polarized
parallel to the x axis (see Fig. 2), which is supposed to
coincide with an optical axis of the nonlinear medium.
Then in scalar formalism, using the infinite plane-wave
approximation,

0-2uo a+ 20o
1 El (r, t) = A/exp[i(kf. r —cot}] . (2a)

FIG. 1. Structure of trans-(CH) . uo denotes the amplitude
of the Peierls distortion. 2a is the length of the elementary cell
of the chain (one-dimensional solid).

I = 1 denotes the incident fundamental wave and l:f, b, r, t
refer to free (homogeneous) waves shown in Fig. 2. ' The
nonlinear polarization oscillating at the third-harmonic
frequency is as follows
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NONLINEAR

MEDIUM

g
342
b

In our notation, the subscript I is replaced by numbers
j=1,2, 3,4 for driven (inhomogeneous) harmonic waves,
which are the solutions of the inhomogeneous wave equa-
tion, whereas l:f, b, r, t stand for the solutions of the
homogeneous wave equation, which are needed to fulfill
the boundary conditions (Fig. 2).

The absolute values of the corresponding wave vectors
at m are

—2 —3 —4 k
&
=k„=e'(co)'i (co/c), k, =e"( co)'i (co/c)

k/=kg =e, (co)'i (co/c)
(4)

kq

and the directions are fixed by the boundary conditions at
the intersections of the nonlinear and linear media:

k,"=k~ =kissing, k~=[(k") —(k~) ]' (5)

4
I'NL(r, t)=y' '„„(co,co, co) g EJ (r, t) ~EP(r, t)J

j=1
(3)

FIG. 2. Waves in the nonlinear plane parallel slab. Funda-
mental waves with wave vectors kI, k& give rise to inhomogene-
ous waves at 3' with wave vectors k&", kz, k3, and k4". Thin
arrows denote the wave vectors of the homogeneous waves.

where 0 is the angle of incidence of the fundamental
wave, e' and e" denote the dielectric constants of the sur-
rounding isotropic linear media, and e is the corre-
sponding element of the dielectric tensor of the nonlinear
medium. All of the dielectric constants might be com-
plex in a general case.

Presuming the fundamental optical pulse to be much
longer than the thickness L of the nonlinear medium, the
amplitudes A& and AP (depending consequently only on
the time) are given by the following relations:

This polarization creates electric fields oscillating at the
third-harmonic frequency: A/=fA, (6a)

E& (r, t) = A
&
"exp[i (k& r —3cot)] . (2b) A"=bA

b 1 (6b)

2k',
(k &, +kg, )+exp(2ikI, L)(kI, —k"„)(k&,—k„)/(k&, +k„)

b =f exp(2ikJL)(kg —k„)/(k/, +k,", ) .

The four inhomogenous harmonic waves resulting from the mixing of these two fundamental waves are

E3 (r, t) = A exp[i (k. r —3cot)],
where

4m'„"„' „(co,co, co) (k' )'
)~ '(A, )'

e „(3co) (k,' )' —(k&")

(7a)

(7b)

k3 =(4—j)k&+(j —1)kt„j=1,2, 3,4 . (10)

Again, the wave vectors and amplitudes of the free harmonic waves can be determined from the boundary conditions.
%'ith

k„=e'(3co)'i (3co/c), k, "=e"(3co)'i (3co/c), kI =kq =e „(3co)'i (3co/c),

the y components are

kh =k "=3k sin8 .ly jy 1 (12)

From an experimental point of view, we are interested in the free waves propagating outside the nonlinear medium.
Their amplitudes can be expressed as the linear combination of those of the driven waves:
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4

A,' =gt, A,
'

j=1
(13a)

A =grAr J' Jj=1

The transmission and reflection factors are

(13b)

2(bk„—hk )+a afhkj(2 bk„l—k) aa—f 'bk„(2 Akj—lk)
a,af hk, (2 Ak„—lk) a, af—'bk„(2 Ak,—lk)

(14a)

and

2a (hk, bk )+a—f 'bk (2 —hk, lk) aflak—, (2 bk I—k)

af 'Ak„(2 Ak, lk) —afb, k—, (2 Ak„l—k)
(14b)

(kf )' —(k', )'«(k')' —(k,'")', j =2, 3 (15)

and of the moderate values of the linear constants:
A& « Af". Taking into account these considerations and
supposing e'=e"=1, the amplitude of the transmitted
third-harmonic wave is found from Eqs. (6a), (7a), (9),
(13a), and (14a) as

where Ak =k "—k Ak =k —k " hk =k —kj fz jz & r fz rz & t fz tz

and k =kf,". Furthermore, af =exp(ikf, L), a.
=exp(ik, , L), and a, =exp(ik„L)

In deriving the above formulas needed for the evalua-
tion of THG measurements, we have made some basic
approximations, such as the small conversion approxima-
tion and the infinite plane-wave approximation. While
the former is a very good approximation unless high
efficiency phase-matched harmonic generation or para-
metric amplification is considered, the latter is valid only
if the waist of the incident laser beam is much larger than
the wavelength, the sample thickness is much less than
the confocal parameter of the focused Gaussian beam,
and L sin8 «2wo (wo is the beam waist). Furthermore,
if the laser pulse is not bandwidth limited, the assumption
of a perfectly coherent fundamental wave in our calcula-
tions may also lead to errors in the interpretation of the
experimental data. ' We shall overcome this problem by
utilizing a reference method for the measurement of the
nonlinear coe%cient. We did not make use of the slowly
varying amplitude approximation because it breaks down
whenever the dispersion of the linear constants becomes
appreciable.

The above concepts can be followed to derive similar
expressions for other polarization directions, and the for-
mulas are not much more complicated until the plane of
incidence contains two optical axes of the nonlinear
medium. In the case of nonvanishing g' ' cascading pro-
cesses must also be included in the theory.

Employing our results for optical crystals showing a
small dispersion from (9) follows that A, ))A. for

j =2,3,4, which is the consequence of the small disper-
sion:

4~Xxxxx ( ~~ ~~ ~ )
T(8)I1—exp[id/(8)]I(A, )3,

e„(co)
—e„„(3' )

where

2[a„,(3')—sin 8]'~2
T(8)=

[e „(3'�) —sin 8] ' +cos8

2cos0
[e,(co)—sin 8]'~ +cos8

(16)

(17)

and

bg(8)=3k, t [e„(3')—sin 8]'
—[e „(co)—sin 8]' IL . (18)

For the reflected wave

(19)

which (again due to the moderate value of the dielectric
constant) is considerably smaller than unity.

In a semiconductor, for a fundamental wave of photon
energy lower than the band gap, Ab may be comparable
to Af owing to the large dielectric constant of the semi-
conductor crystal. Additionally, in semiconductors the
dispersion is known to be strong in a rather broad wave-
length region around the band gap. Therefore (15) might
be invalid. As a result, two or more driven third-
harmonic waves may have comparable amplitudes, thus
the reflected and transmitted third-harmonic waves result
from the interference of these driven waves. Interference
of waves generated by the nonlinear polarization has been
reported by several authors, ' where the interfering
waves originated from dift'erent contributions to the non-
linear polarization, such as Raman nonlinearity and elec-
tronic nonlinearity, or second-order and third-order elec-
tronic nonlinearity. In our case, however, the interfer-
ence results from the mixing of diferent fundamental
waves by the same nonlinear susceptibility.

In polyacetylene, owing to the extremely large disper-
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k "+k.
j 3 3 exp( ik~., L )
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kf,"—k. "
Z jZ
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FIG. 5. Experimental apparatus for third-harmonic generation measurements. L, —L~, lenses with fi =1000 mm, f2=50 mm,f3
—30 mm, and f4 =75 mm, respectively; F, —F„optical filters for selecting the desired fundamental beam at co; F~ F6, filters for-

isolation of the third harmonic at 3'; NDF, neutral density filter; DM, dichroic mirrors; PMT,. photomultiplier tubes with S20 pho-
tocathode.

pliers were integrated by boxcar integrators. Signals S2
and S3 were subsequently divided by S& in an analog pro-
cessor. The residual noise was subtracted from the total
output of each channel before taking the ratio of the out-
puts. Single Auctuations of the normalized signals were
suppressed by a filter with a time constant of ~=0.3 s.
Finally, the normalized outputs S2/S& and S3/S& were
plotted.

B. Environmental eft'ects

Because of the finite value of g' ' of air we have to be
concerned with its inhuence on THCs experiments. The
reason why this effect must be taken into account despite
the very small value of y' ' of the atmospheric air can be
seen from formula (16). Actually, the generated third
harmonic is proportional not only to g' ' but also to
I/[e(3') —e(co)]. For the sake of simplicity we drop
here the subscripts of e and g' '. In the case of small ab-
sorption, it makes physical sense to introduce the coher-
ence length of harmonic generation. It can be defined by
the path length along which the created harmonic fields
add up constructively. Setting 8=0 in Eq. (18) we im-
mediately get for THG l, =A,„/6~n (3ui) —n (co)~, where

denotes the fundamental wavelength. For small
dispersion straightforward algebra yields: y' '/~e(3')—e(ui)~ =3y l,I3/Ink, „As a cons.equence, under non-
phase-matched conditions the generated third-harmonic
intensity is proportional to the square of ~yI IIl, /n. Al-
though these considerations are based on our results de-

rived for THG in a finite slab, it can be shown that for-
mulas (16) and (18) describe THG by a plane wave also in
an infinite medium like air provided that the substitutions
0=0, T= 1, and I.—+z are performed. Then, we are able
to compare the orders of magnitudes of the third-
harmonic powers created by the same fundamental beam
in air and, for example, in a silica slab.

Taking for air~' and silicates, z6 at ~ l 064 &m for
the following values:

[n (3') n(ui)]~—=1.09X10

~y"'~„=3.2X10 "esu,
[n (3')—n (co)]s=2.65 X 10

IyI3'Is=3. I X10 "esu,

we get the coherence lengths

(l, )„=16.3 mm

($, )~=6.69 IMm .

The parameters governing THG under nonindex-
matched conditions are

IyI Il, /nI z =5.2X10 ' esu,

IyI Il, /nI+=1. 4X10 ' esu .
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If harmonic fields created in air on both sides of the slab
added oppositely to the harmonic field created in the
slab, they might yield an order-of-magnitude reduction of
the silica plate signal according to our estimation.

In fact, a factor of 4 change in intensity, of THG fringe
patterns has been observed when the air surrounding a
silica plate was removed. ' Therefore, the conclusion
was drawn that THG experiments on optical materials
with relatively small nonlinear constants (g' ' —10
—10 ' esu) should be done in vacuum, in order to ex-
tract correct g' ' coefFicients from the measured data.
The problem of the surrounding air exists in almost all
reference THG measurements, because the most suitable
reference materials for the calibration of nonlinear sus-
ceptibilities are those having a broad transparency region
and nearly constant nonlinear coefficients, such as quartz,
silica, and soft glasses, a11 of which have g' ' values of the
order of 10 ' —10 esu.

However, the use of a vacuum chamber may lead to
difficulties in some cases. Therefore, we propose a very
simple way to get rid of the disturbing inAuence of air on
THG measurements. Our above considerations apply for
the case when the confocal parameter of the fundamental
beam is much larger than the coherence length in air:
b ))( l, ) ~ . Otherwise, if b ( ( l, ) ~, l, should be replaced
by b in the estimation of the air contribution to the resul-
tant TH signal. As a result, by sufficiently tight focusing,
the air contribution can be suppressed. Taking
b /(l, ) z =0.1, the infiuence of air on the intensity of the
harmonic field created in the silica slab should be smaller
than 10/o.

To verify these findings experimentally, we performed
some preliminary THG measurements on a silica plate
placed in the center of a 25-cm long optical vacuum cell
with fundamental beams of different confocal lengths.
Then, the experiments were repeated in atmospheric en-
vironment. The comparison yielded reductions of the sil-
ica plate signals in air of a factor of about 3 and less than
10% for b, =76 and hz=1. 8 mm, respectively. These re-
sults are in reasonable agreement with our rough esti-
mates. A more rigorous study of the inAuence of air on
THG experiments will be presented elsewhere.

The confocal parameter of the fundamental beam in
the arrangement of Fig. 5 is b =1.8 mm. This small
value of b reduces the error of the measurement of g' '

caused by the surrounding air to below 5%, which is
negligible compared to the other experimental errors, but
still allows the use of the infinite plane-wave approxima-
tion in the evaluation of the measurements for reasonable
sample thicknesses (L ~ 1 mm). Also, the beam diameter
remains large enough (d-50 pm) to produce sufficient
third-harmonic signals for detection.

depicted in Fig. 6 for two different values of the confocal
parameter of the fundamental beam. With the free pa-
rameters A I and L, the excellent agreement of a least-
squares fit of Eq. (16) to the experimental points in Fig. 6
for b =1.8 mm confirms that the inAuence of air on the
TH intensity is negligible in this situation. However, in
the case of b =76 mm the peaks of the Maker fringes de-
crease much faster with increasing 0 than predicted by
Eq. (16). This is clearly the consequence of the air contri-
bution to the harmonic field created by the plate. The er-
ror bar indicates a relatively small experimental uncer-
tainty, owing to the pulse-by-pulse normalization tech-
nique.

The trans (CH)„-sample was prepared on a silica sub-
strate and held in an inert atmosphere in a Suprasil opti-
cal cuvette. The sample thickness was determined by po-
larized reAectivity measurements in a wavelength range
well above the band gap yielding a value of
L =(0.35+0.02) pm. Additionally, the results of Sec. II
allow us to obtain a more accurate value of L at the same
location where the g' ' measurement is performed. In
fact, according to Fig. 4 the ratio of I," and I, yields
the sample thickness directly, provided that we know it
with an accuracy corresponding to a region where
I„"/I," is a unique function of L. The sample was also
positioned at the fundamental beam waist with chain
direction parallel to the x axis. The incident beam was
also polarized in this direction. Setting 0=0, moving the
sample transversely along the y axis (see Fig. 5) and divid-
ing S2 by S3 in the analog processor we measured
I,"/I, "at A, = 1.064 pm. Making use of Fig. 4, the eval-
uated thickness is plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of y for
two different x coordinates with a spacing of about 1 mm
between them. As expected, the curves reveal a clear
correlation along the chain direction. The strong varia-
tions of the ratio I„"/I, along the y direction correlat-
ing for different x coordinates are indirect evidence for
the interference phenomenon discussed earlier.

15
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Experimental procedure
0' 10' 2Cr 30 50

First, we placed the calibration silica plate of a thick-
ness of -0.2 mm on the translation-rotation stage shown
in Fig. S. The plate was positioned with the center at the
beam waist, and rotated along a vertical axis parallel to
the incident beam polarization. The normalized third-
harmonic output from the calibration plate (S3/S, )„~ is

FIG. 6. Variation of the third-harmonic intensity with the
angle of rotation about a vertical axis parallel to the fundamen-
tal beam polarization. 0, experimental results for b =1.8 mm;
o, experimental results for b =76 mm; the solid curve is the
theoretical variation from Eq. (16).
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FIG. 7. Thickness variation of the sample evaluated from the
variation of the ratio of the rejected and transmitted third-
harmonic signals along the y direction. Curves (a) and {b) were
measured at diA'erent x coordinates in a distance of about 1 mm
of each other.

For comparison, we have also depicted I„ /I
&

in Fig. 4
for two fundamental wavelengths at which the sample is
transparent. It is apparent that our nonlinear interfer-
ence method assures an order-of-magnitude greater accu-
racy than the commonly used 1inear interference tech-
nique. This is generally true for any sample thickness.
The thicker the sample is the longer wavelength must be
used in both measurements to satisfy the condition
a(co)I. &(1. The small fluctuations of the ratio I„"/I,"
would allow the determination of L with an accuracy of
about 2 nm in our case. However, the precision is limited
by the accuracy of the linear optical constants, as indicat-
ed by the error bar in Fig. 7.

Now, measuring S2/S& and S3/S, at 0=0 and with a
fundamental beam polarized parallel to the x axis, know-
ing L and the linear optical constants we are able to ex-
tract ~y„' '„(co,co, co)~~cH~ /~y' '(co, co, co)~„&;„ from the

measurements. The dynamic range of the relative mea-
surement was extended by using calibrated neutral-
density filters (NDF) to attenuate the fundamental beam
prior to the sample. We take for silica ~y' '(co, co, co)~

=2.8X10 ' esu measured by Meredith et al. at 1.907
pm. In order to have a calibration value also at 1.064 pm
the generalized Miller's rule y' ' —(y"') is used. From
the refractive index dispersion we get ~y'3'(cg, cg, co)

~=3. 1 X 10 ' esu at 1.064 pm. Using these values
~g' ' „(co,co, co) ~~cH~ can be determined.

X

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. y' '{co, co, m ) of polyacetylene

From the measurements described in the preceding
section we obtained the following values for crystalline
trans (CH )„:-

~y„'„'„„(co,co, co) ~z, 064 „=(9+4)X 10 esu,
' „(co,co, co)~&=t 907 „=(1.7+0.7) X 10 esu .

The uncertainty of these values arises from the error of

the sample thickness, the dielectric constants, the overall
experimental error, and from some variations of the mea-
sured values at different positions on the sample. These
are the largest reported values to date for an electronic
y' ' inside the gap of any semiconductor. A comparison
with some other organic and inorganic semiconductors
and insulators is shown in Table I. ' ' Polyacetylene has
a third-or'der nonlinearity order of magnitude larger than
any other semiconductor. As it can be seen from Table I,
1D semiconductors do not obey the generalized Miller's
rule proposed by Wynne and Boyd, which predicts a
universal value of the ratio y„' ' /(y"„') . The reasons for
this strong deviation are the different polarization mecha-
nisms responsible for the magnitudes of y"' and y' '.
Whereas g'" is influenced by both the o. and m electrons,
the contribution of the highly delocalized m electrons
along the x axis to y' ' completely overwhelms that of the
o. electrons. This characteristic feature is justified by our
measurements: pyyyy p p~yyy p pyzzz turned out to be several
orders of magnitude smaller than y„' '„„.

The electronic y„'„',„of 1D semiconductors has been
calculated by Agrawal et aI. within a one-electron
theory using the tight-binding approximation. They give
the expression for the off-resonance value of y' '„„:

4 3
(3) 32«o

( ~/E )6+xxxx
45 ~3 g

where e is the electronic charge, 2a is the unit cell length
along the chain direction (see Fig. 1), and o is the density
of the polymer chains. We take 8"= 12.8 eV for the total
width of the a bands from Ref. 34 and E =1.5 eV for
the gap energy from Ref. 12. Furthermore, 2a =2.43 A
and 0 =3.3X10' cm after Ref. 11. With these numer-
ical values we obtain g'„' =3.2X10 ' esu for trans-
(CH)„. A comparison with our results shows a
discrepancy of almost 2 orders of magnitude between
theory and experiment. There are some factors that may
contribute to this deviation.

First, some resonance enhancement may be present in
the measured values of y' '„. Secondly, local field
corrections would slightly increase the theoretical value
of the nonlinear susceptibility. However, even these two
effects together cannot be made responsible for the large
difference experienced between the theoretical and exper-
imental results. We suggest that electron-electron in-
teraction should be taken into account in the calculations
of optical nonlinearities of polyacetylene. This con-
clusion is supported by recent electron-energy-loss spec-
troscopic studies on trans (CH) . From th-ese measure-
ments the ratio of the one-site electron correlation energy
U to the total width of the ~ bands U/4to-0. 7 is es-
timated. Thus, calculation of optical nonlinearities in po-
lyacetylene (and probably also in other related 1D semi-
conductors) should be based on a Peierls-Hubbard Ham-
iltonian including the non-negligible electron repulsion
energy U.

B. The nonlinear index of polyacetylene

Sufficiently high light ' intensities give rise to an
intensity-dependent change of the refractive index. The
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nonlinear index n2 relates the refractive index variation
to the light intensity: An =n2I, and is linearly propor-
tional to the real part of y' '(co, —co, co). In contrast to
the third-harmonic susceptibility, g' '(co, —co, co) contains
contributions from two different electronic processes. To
identify these contributions, we recall the basic concept

for deriving the nonlinear susceptibilities. The solution
of the equation of motion for the density matrix of the
electronic system is obtained by successive approximation
in ascending powers of the coherent periodic perturba-

16,36

ice—kp'"'(cok ) = i I—'[Ho, p'"'(cok ) ]—i A' [H„h(co& ),p'" "(co ) ]+R p'"'(coi, ),

where Ho is the time-independent Hamiltonian of the un-
perturbed system, H„h is the interaction Hamiltonian
describing the coherent perturbation by the incident radi-
ation, R represents the damping constants, and

(n) ' kp'"'(cok)=pi"'e " is the nth-order contribution to the
density matrix. Thermodynamic equilibrium determines
the components of p' '. For the nth order contribution to
the polarization of the medium

P'"'(cok ) =Tr[p'"'(cok )P] .

Now, for p' '(3co) there is only one possible combination
of co& and co with co&=co and co =2' (co denotes the an-
gular frequency of the incident radiation). p' '(co) and
thus y' '(ai, —co, co), however, contain two components
characterized by col=co;cu =0, and col= —co, co =2',
respectively.

The first term in y' '(co, —co, co) is due to change of the
population distribution by absorption of the incident ra-
diation. Consequently, the response time of this contri-
bution is limited by the lifetime of the excited electrons ~.
This relaxation time is much longer than the response
time of the second contribution associated with distortion
of the electronic states. The slow component becomes
significant only near (one-photon) resonance (i.e., when
the fundamental light gets absorbed). Under such reso-
nant conditions the slow contribution depending on z
may exceed the fast one by several orders of magnitude.

Recent transient photoinduced absorption and bleach-
ing measurements on crystalline trans-(CH), enable us
to deduce the slow contribution to y' '(co, —co, co). For a
fundamental beam at a wavelength of A, =S28 nm polar-
ized perpendicular to the chain direction we obtain the
imaginary part of the slow contribution
Im[y~~~~(co, —co, co),&]

—10 esu, which is a very high
value for a lifetime as short as a few picoseconds. A
Kramers-Kronig analysis yields a similarly large real part
of this component. Comparing these results to those of
similar investigations on unoriented samples, ' we con-
clude that the ratio of ~g„'„' ( co, —co, co ),i ~

and
( co, —co, co ),& ~

agrees fairly well with the ratio
a (co)/a (co), in agreement with the theory.

If the fundamental photon energy is considerably
smaller than the gap energy, the slow contribution is
negligible and the fast component becomes dominant in
the expression for the nonlinear index. With neglect of
dispersion: y'„' „(co,—co, co)&„,-y'„'„„(co,co, co), and the

same relation applies for the y components. As a result,
the fast contribution to the nonlinear index is strongly
anisotropic due to the one-dimensional delocahzation of
~ electrons, whereas the slow component appears to be
considerably less affected by the one dimensionality of the
electronic system. On the basis of the above considera-
tions we can deduce the nonlinear index of polyacetylene
in the optical gap from the measured values of

(3)
Xxxxx ( ~& ~~ ~ )

Assuming y,'„'„,(co, co, co) to be real, for light polarized
parallel to the chain direction we obtain
n2=(7+3) X 10 MW ' cm at A, =1.064 pm and
n2=(2+0. 8)X10 MW 'cm at A, =1.907 pm. These
impressing large values of the nonlinear index combined
with a fast response time ( —10 ' s) and a high damage
threshold ( —50 GW/cm ) in the near infrared region of
the spectrum open attractive prospects for the use of this
material in nonlinear optics. Nevertheless, the absorp-
tion is too high in the gap region for most applications.
This residual absorption, which is mainly due to acciden-
tal doping by oxygen, can be reduced by orders of magni-
tude with compensation by NH3. Such well transparent
polyacetylene material may find important applications
in the areas of optical bistability ' and femtosecond opti-
cal pulse generation.

V. SUMMARY

We have shown that strong dispersion of the linear op-
tical constants near the band gap in semiconductors leads
to interference between different driven harmonic waves
in optical harmonic-generation measurements, provided
that the sample thickness is smaller than the absorption
length at the fundamental wavelength. This effect should
be taken into account in the evaluation of harmonic-
generation measurements in semiconductors under the
conditions mentioned. We performed third-harmonic
generation in crystalline trans-polyacetylene at two fun-
damental wavelengths in the gap region. A fused silica
plate was used for calibration of the third-order suscepti-
bility of polyacetylene. Air contribution to the third-
harmonic signal was greatly reduced by choosing the
confocal parameter of the fundamental beam much less
than the coherence length of air.

The obtained values of the third-order susceptibility
y'„„'„(co,co, co) exceed by an order of magnitude those
measured in the gap of other organic and inorganic semi-
conductors to date. The strong deviation of the mea-
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sured values of y„' ' (co, co, co) from the prediction by a
one-electron theory suggests the conclusion that
electron-electron interaction may not be neglected in the
calculation of nonlinear optical properties of polyace-
tylene. These and previous measurements enable us to
estimate the fast and slow electronic contribution to the
nonlinear index of polyacetylene. The strongly di6'erent
anisotropy of the two components is in agreement with
theoretical considerations.
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